
CHARM-EU is a European University alliance, co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the
European Commission. It is a collaboration between the University of Barcelona
(coordinator), Trinity College Dublin, Utrecht University, Eötvös Loránd University Budapest
and the University of Montpellier. CHARM-EU not only runs the first ever European joint
degree Master’s program, but also develops innovative methods in education and research
together with important societal actors. 
 
Are you part of an (inter)governmental organisation, corporate enterprise, civil
society/grassroots organisation, or educational/research institute? Become part of our
CHARM-EU extended network! We welcome experts from fields related to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals, among others Climate Action, Zero Hunger, Clean Water and Sanitation,
Reduced Inequalities, Good Health and Well-being, and Quality Education. 

Expand your professional and academic network;  
Tap into EU funding opportunities;  
Co-create knowledge and solutions for challenges that you are working on;   
Draw on expertise from the five universities;  
Recruit students or alumni as interns, trainees or professionals;  
Receive useful student outputs, such as in-depth analyses, recommendations,
tools/guidelines, business models, software, etc.;  
Build your own or your staff’s knowledge and skills in fields related to the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals;  

Joining the CHARM-EU Extended Network will allow you to:  

We offer various avenues of engagement, some of which we detail below.

Master's in Global Challenges for Sustainability 
In the CHARM-EU Master’s programme Global Challenges for Sustainability, students gain
knowledge and skills on sustainability issues in a transdisciplinary and challenge-based
environment. Active engagement with CHARM-EU’s Extended Network contributes both to
the students’ learning as well as solving societal challenges. During the final Capstone
phase, students collaborate with the extended network to co-create knowledge and
solutions to sustainability challenges related to the UN Sustainable Development Goals.  

Open Research and Innovation: TORCH  
Besides education, CHARM-EU develops open research and innovation together with
societal actors, focusing on climate change, sustainability, gender gaps, inclusion and
equity. This research collaboration aims to involve societal partners in co-creating and 
 exchanging scientific knowledge between universities and society.    

What is
CHARM-EU?

Why become
involved?  

Please click here to join the CHARM-EU Extended Network! 

How to become
involved?  

Become part of the CHARM-EU 
Extended Network! 

www.charm-eu.eu 

https://www.charm-eu.eu/masters/globalchallenges
https://www.charm-eu.eu/torch
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://www.ub.edu/web/portal/en/
https://www.tcd.ie/
https://www.uu.nl/en
https://www.elte.hu/en/
https://www.umontpellier.fr/en/
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=qzwxosOxOk-7ESFXRH3btLz31i8H1rVFrP73UAg20rhUQlI5QVc0NUxUUFNURUJZUlA4WlkzNEFLOS4u



